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BLOOD LINES
Research has shown an extraordinarily high level of involvement on the part of
certain families or clans--blood lines, in other words--in a great many
interdimensional activities and related operations along the lines of
Philadelphia/Montauk; members of which apparently possess specific psychic
and genetic characteristics which facilitate certain of these endeavors. Many of
these blood lines are German (Teutonic) and/or Celtic.
The primary psychic used in the "heyday" of the Montauk activities up until 1983
was Duncan Cameron, directly related to the truly horrible Ewen Cameron who
conducted the well-known experimental mind control research (mostly drugbased with some EM/RF aspects also) at Montreal's Allan Memorial Institute
(mostly in the 1960s and early 1970s.). Duncan's father was deeply involved with
clandestine (and not so clandestine) government agencies which funneled
hordes of Nazi officials and scientists into this country; much of this well before
the end of WW2.
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The Kennedy clan is historically related to the Cameron clan and Joseph
Kennedy, in his office as US ambassador to Great Britain, was unabashed in
support of Hitler even after WW2 began--in direct conflict with the position and
wishes of his president Franklin Roosevelt.
Masterminds of Philadelphia/Montauk and related operations are thoroughly tied
to the Nazi/Aryan agenda and even for lower level, non-esoteric, noncritical
activities and experiments will often utilize subjects with "Aryan" genetic
characteristics and blood lines: these people are often of German or Celtic
descent. The reason these groups have been "selected" (let's not say "chosen")
for such a thoroughly unenviable distinction in connection with such activities is
due to what project operators believe are strong psychic, intuitive and mystical/
magical abilities inherent in people of these races.
To whatever extent this may be true, those of Celtic/German descent are most
unfortunately being exploited in service of a truly hellish and near-unremittingly
evil agenda. It seems more and more evident that cherishers of true human
dignity and freedom must all use any powers we do indeed possess; such as
positivity of thought and strength of mind, body and spirit, used with compassion
and insight, to overturn and counteract the operations of these despoilers of
humanity to the greatest extent possible.
Aleister Crowley, a British intelligence agent with strong sympathies for the Nazi
movement in addition to (being) a well known "mystic", was thoroughly in on
much of this type of skullduggery earlier in the century, employing his own
peculiar mixture of mysticism, Aryan fascism, elements of psychosexual mind
(and astral) programming, and cloak-and-dagger weirdness. The Crowleys also
reputedly has clan connections to the prominent mystical family Cameron and
Aleister himself had strong connections to Montauk.

SCIENTOLOGY / DIANETICS
Another family name which Peter Moon has found crops up in this field with
notable frequency is Wilson. One member of the Wilson clan who has been very
influential in the modern world and who has been consistently in opposition
certainly to some of the agendas of the secret (worldwide) government is L. Ron
Hubbard, founder of Scientology. Hubbard is the name of his adoptive parents
but he was born a Wilson. Peter Moon was fairly high up in the Scientology
network in the 1970s when Hubbard was quite active personally, and has
researched this genetic angle exhaustively. Whatever one's personal views on
Scientology, (and by many indications it's been thoroughly subverted by
infiltrators after Hubbard's death), they did seem to be dedicated to a relatively
enlightened agenda, which sought real psychological clarity and freedom from

pathological, kneejerk states of mind imprinted onto our subconscious from past
traumatic events, even prior to the present lifetime.
It's an undeniable fact that Hubbard and Scientology were mercilessly and
relentlessly hounded and harassed by Federal authorities back when he was
alive (and likely since!) way beyond any reasonable degree, and that alone would
give one reason to think that he was probably on to something both important
and positive.
Though not publicized much in the more popular, "outer" teachings of Dianetics,
those in Hubbard's inner circles were quite aware that some of his non-published,
internal material which Hubbard allowed access to addressed very specifically illintentioned extraterrestrials or extradimensionals which capture human souls-usually between lifetimes. These beings implant (false) spiritual, psychological
even sociopolitical concepts designed to keep souls trapped and enslaved as it
were--by continually and endlessly reincarnating into an external reality or world
already heavily controlled and manipulated in so many ways; by those who
maintain and broadcast the dominant "frequencies" which make up the
(quantum/ electromagnetic) matrix of our perceived and experienced reality via
such operations as the Montauk project. This fits some vast agenda of human
spiritual (and physical!) enslavement and corresponding conditions; a
longstanding agenda of the secret, cultic "governments" which support, further
and foster this ongoing, mass manipulation of the human race through the
indoctrinated and/or enforced political, religious and other social systems.
William Bramley's exceptional book The Gods Of Eden, one of the more unusual
"UFO" books ever written, covers this very angle in tremendous detail and
provides ample documentation that the predominant "control group" which
attempts to run the show here on Earth, as manifested in the ruling secret
brotherhoods/ societies/governments (i.e. the Bilderbergers, CFR and the like), is
inextricably tied to specific ET groups.
As per further information on L. Ron Hubbard, he did a stint in Naval Intelligence
where he assimilated a lot of the information the government had amassed
resulting from their research and experiments into drug-based mind manipulation
and narcosynthesis--this in the 30s! Hubbard took the information and techniques
and applied them in a methodology supposedly aimed at "empowering" (in pc
90s-speak) and liberating people on very fundamental psychological levels from
ingrained, encoded (often deliberately) "engramatic" behavior and states of mind,
usually programmed by traumatic means (intentionally or not). It does not seem
as though Hubbard wanted to be a cult leader, no matter how the government
has tried to portray him, and much of his work comes across as predominantly
sane and useful.
Hubbard was vehemently opposed to psychiatry and in particular (interestingly
enough!) to the ubiquitous Dr. Ewen Cameron, who at different times has been--
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incredibly--the president of the American Psychiatric Association, the Canadian
Psychiatric Association, and the World Psychiatric Association. In light of that,
and given Ewen Cameron's truly odious, cruel, horrible, and unpardonable
activities, any reasonable person would be more than a little suspicious of the
motives and agenda of psychiatry in general, as Hubbard most certainly was. Far
too often psychiatry is used as a tool of social behavioral control and
modification, used to force subjects' minds to conform to certain concepts,
beliefs, structures and mores imposed from without; strictures which again nearly
always reinforce the wishes and aims of society's prevailing rulers and of the
status quo.
Montauk Project author Peter Moon was a Scientology member and in fact
occasionally worked directly with Hubbard. Moon seems certain that Hubbard in
fact was pretty much on the opposite team, certainly in terms of the known
objectives of Phoenix/Montauk, regarding "mind control". Moon believes Hubbard
to have been on the whole dedicated to the personal spiritual emancipation of
human beings from programming of virtually any kind, and my admittedly skimpy
knowledge of Scientology/Dianetics would tend to back that up. I think the
movement has suffered from a personality cult syndrome, and that Hubbard may
in fact have had a bit of a messiah complex running, but I do find some quite
worthwhile elements in the Dianetics material.
Hubbard was of course a participant in the so called "Babalon Working", some
mystical ceremony enacted along with fellow Aleister Crowley adherents Jack
(JPL/Cal-Tech/Father of modern rocketry) Parsons and Marjorie Wilson
Cameron. This ceremony has been said to have certain esoteric
correspondences with the Philadelphia Experiment, and may have (helped) open
some dimensional channel enabling negative ET's easier access to our
dimension/reality--a new freeway was put in.
Perhaps to that extent Hubbard was some kind of influence on the more mystical
aspects of Montauk/Phoenix operation, but I see any evidence he would have
supported the specific goals of the project at all. Perhaps it would be best to note
however that there are a substantial number of people who dispute that
statement and would even dispute that Hubbard and his organizations ever had
any beneficial, humanitarian or positive goals and agendas at all.

STANFORD, SCIENTOLOGY AND THE CIA
Interestingly, other information about the connection of certain Scientology
members to some of the secret government's "unusual" experimental research
activities comes from premiere mind control researcher and author Alex
Constantine, who has authored a wealth of excellent books and articles on the
general topic of government sponsored, administered and operated mind control

projects, including certain of those based on electromagnetic/radio frequency
transmissions.
I quote below a section called "Psychic Spying at the Stanford Research Institute
Or CIA Mind Control?" from Constantine's Virtual Government.
"Concrete evidence that electronic mind control was the true object of study at
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) was exposed by the Washington Post in 1977.
When the Navy awarded a contract to the Institute, "the scientific assistant to the
Secretary of the Navy, Dr. Sam Koslov, received a routine briefing on various
research projects, including SRI's. As the briefer flashed his chart onto the
screen and began to speak, Koslov stormily interrupted, 'What the hell is that
about?' Among the glowing words on the projected chart, the section describing
SRI's work was labeled, 'ELF and Mind Control.'
" 'ELF' stands for 'extremely long frequency' electromagnetic waves, from the
very slow brain frequencies up to about 100 cycles per second.... But the 'Mind
Control' label really upset Koslov. He ordered the SRI investigations for the Navy
stopped, and canceled another $35,000 in Navy funds slated for more remote
viewing work. Contrary to Koslov's attempt to kill the research, the Navy quietly
continued to fork out $100,000 for a two-year project directed by a bionics
specialist. The "remote viewing" team at SRI was really engaged in projecting
words and images directly to the cranium. It was not a humanitarian pastime: the
project was military and test subjects are subjected to a lifetime of EM torture
plied with the same thorough disregard for human rights as the radiation tests
conducted at the height of the Cold War. To be sure, the treatment subjects have
received at the hands of their own government would be considered atrocities if
practiced in wartime.
Mind control was also used in domestic covert operations designed to further the
CIA's heady ambitions, and during the Vietnam War period SRI was a hive of
covert political subterfuge. The Symbionese Liberation Army, like the People's
Temple, was a creation of the CIA. The SLA had at its core a clique of black exconvicts from Vacaville Prison. Donald DeFreeze, otherwise known as "Cinque",
led the SLA. He was formerly an informant for the LAPD's Criminal Conspiracy
Section and the director of Vacaville's Black Cultural Association (BCA), a covert
mind control unit with funding from the CIA channeled through SRI. The Menlo
Park behavior modification specialists experimented with psychoactive drugs
administered to members of the BCA. Black prisoners were programmed to
murder selected black leaders once on the outside. The CIA/SRI zombie killer hit
list included Oakland school superintendent Dr. Marcus Foster, and Panthers
Huey Newton and Bobby Seale, among others. DeFreeze stated that at Vacaville
in 1971-72, he was the subject of a CIA mind control experiment. He described
his incarceration on the prison's third floor, where he was corralled by CIA agents
who drugged him and said he would become the leader of a radical movement
and kidnap a wealthy person. After his escape from Vacaville (an exit door was
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left unlocked for him), that's exactly what he did.
"EM mind control machines were championed at SRI by Dr. Karl Pribram,
director of the Neuropsychology Research Laboratory: "I certainly could educate
a child by putting an electrode in the lateral hypothalamus and then selecting the
situations at which I stimulate it. In this was I can grossly change his behavior."
Psychology Today touted Pribram as "The Magellan of Brain Science." He
obtained his B.S. and M.D. degrees at the University of Chicago, and at SRI
studied how the brain processes and stores sensory imagery. He is credited with
discovering that mental imaging bears a close resemblance to hologram
projection (the basis for transmitting images to the brains of test subjects under
the misnomer "remote viewing"?).
"The SRI/SAIC psi experiments were supervised at Langley by John McMahon,
second in command under William Casey, succeeding Bobby Ray Inman, the
SAIC director. McMahon has, according to Philip Agee, the CIA whistle-blowing
exile, an affinity for "technological exotics for CIA covert actions." He was
recruited by the Agency after his graduation from Holy Cross College. He is a
former director of the Technical Services Division, deputy director for Operations,
and in 1982 McMahon was appointed deputy director of Central Intelligence. He
left the Agency six years later to take the position of president of the Lockheed
Missiles and Space Systems Group. In 1994 he moved on the Draper
Laboratories. He is a director of the Defense Enterprise Fund and an adviser to
congressional committees.
"Many of the SRI "empaths" were mustered from L. Ron Hubbard's Church of
Scientology, Harold Puthoff, the Institute's senior researcher, is a leading
Scientologist. Two "remote viewers" from SRI have also held rank in the Church:
Ingo Swann, a Class VII Operating Thetan, a founder of the Scientology Center
in Los Angeles, and the late Pat Price. Puthoff and Targ's lab assistant was a
Scientologist married to a minister of the church. When Swann joined SRI, he
stated openly that fourteen "Clears" participated in the experiments, "more than I
would suspect." At the time he denied CIA involvement, but now acknowledges,
"it was rather common knowledge all along who the sponsor was, although in
documents the identity of the Agency was concealed behind the sobriquet of 'an
east-coast scientist.' The Agency's interest was quite extensive. A number of
agents of the CIA came themselves ultimately to SRI to act as subjects in
"remote viewing" experiments, as did some members of Congress."
--© 1996 Alex Constantine

STANFORD ALLEGEDLY INVOLVED IN CIA IMPLANT/MIND CONTROL
EXPERIMENTATION

In a rare example of a crack in the mass media's wall of silence and coverup
regarding mind control projects in general and electronic mind control in
particular, the Sonoma County Independent weekly newspaper, in their July 9
1998 edition, featured a front page article on electronic mind manipulation by the
means of surgically implanted microtransceivers.
The article focuses primarily on the case of a Silicon Valley family; in particular,
activities involving their son. Writer J. Douglas Allen-Taylor details a litany of
horrors suffered by the Kats family at the hands of "scientists" and "doctors"
working at Stanford University Medical Center facilities in the service of
government intelligence agencies; pursuing extensive mind control agendas
which utilize physical implants for monitoring, tracking and activating preencoded psychological "triggers".
Edward and Claudia Kats, Russian immigrants who left when Russia was still
part of the Soviet Union, relate how their son Jay was first implanted during a
1982 tonsillectomy operation at Stanford Medical Center. Edward attests that he
himself was then implanted during an operation at Kaiser Hospital in 1991. They
suspect that the initial reason for the interest on the part of the CIA was the
family's suspected but nonexistent connection to the KGB. Subsequent
experimentation continued even after the agency realized there was no such
connection, as son Jay was inducted into a full-on mind control operation. The
article mentions the blond haired, blue-eyed appearance of Jay, and this makes
me suspicious that perhaps the real reason for the interest on the part of the CIA
has to due do with genetic/racial factors.
The Katses describe how the implants affected Jay's mood, mental acuity,
attitudes towards other people...the works. His school performance deteriorated
tremendously and he began to get in trouble with the law. They believe he and
Edward are the target of transmissions which are intended to induce them to
commit any of a wide range of preprogrammed actions--even crimes. Claudia
noted in the article that threats, "bad thoughts" and negative, (self)-destructive
concepts and attitudes or "feelings" are also transmitted.
Edward Kats feels that large segments of the population, in particular racial
minorities, are being subjected to the same kind of programming; for one reason,
to instigate continual social/civil unrest and disturbances.
The Katses and their legal representatives have filed formal and well
documented complaints and reports with a host of law enforcement, judicial and
other governmental agencies on many levels. Predictably, no serious interest has
been shown nor any actions taken in response to the charges.
Another Silicon Valley resident mentioned in the article is David Duval, who feels
he was implanted because of his suspected links to illegal drug trafficking, and is
being used in the expectation that he can help track the whereabouts of certain
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kingpins in illegal drug operations.
Santa Clara University law professor Alan Scheflin, author of a very hard-to-find
1978 book called The Mind Manipulators, says that clandestine mind control
experiments have been going on in the US for many years, and that a good
number of these involve implantation with just the kinds of devices referred to in
the above allegations.
MIND CONTROL TODAY

MASS PROGRAMMING--MONTAUK BOYS AND GIRLS
Indications are that tremendous numbers of young people from the streets of
America--those millions who for reasons of social disintegration, family conflicts,
subliminal entrainment, outright mind manipulation or a combination of these
and/or other factors are now filling the streets of American cities and even
smaller towns; drifting, homeless and undirected--are being inducted en masse
at this period of time and programmed via the technologies perfected at Montauk;
computer assisted EM/RF mind control utilizing deliberately caused "multiple
personality disorder" syndrome conditions to create thoroughly programmed
alternate personalities within targeted subjects. Various combinations of agendas
from other projects like Monarch and MK-ULTRA as well as the Montauk Project
are being implemented via these operations.
Nearly every major population area in the country has a "Montauk Boys and
Girls" project underway at this time. Children programmed through various
means (such as having schoolchildren on overnight field trips bunk at
"decommissioned" military facilities during which time they are abducted,
programmed and returned. Subsequently, triggers and cues embedded in
popular mass entertainment (for example, the movie Scream has been cited as
inspiring certain of the horrendous, grisly mass murders committed by young
adolescents in the U.S. recently) can set these "sleepers" off in predetermined
ways.
Parents: more than ever, and in ways you would never have dreamed of, watch
out for your children--who they are with, what the influences on them are, where
they go, what they are interested in.

TEENS AND PRETEENS WHO (MASS) MURDER
The ongoing string of mass murders committed by young boys often right around
the age of puberty (considered to be a very significant age by the Montauk
Project mind control experiment operators), has finally pushed me over the brink;

into confronting head-on the likelihood that this and a veritable blood orgy of
similar mass murders by youngsters in the past couple of years--mostly but not
only in the southeastern U.S.--are the result of some sort of mind control
program.
I have had strong suspicions that the Jonesboro, Arkansas massacre in March
1998, a May 1998 graduation dance massacre in Edinboro, Pennsylvania and a
subsequent school shooting rampage in Springfield, Oregon--to name only the
some of the more recent incidents--represent the tip of the iceberg of some
serious and extensive youth-directed mass-conditioning programs currently
underway. Regarding the Arkansas tragedy in particular, there were some very
troubling aspects to the mass shooting there by two youngsters, aged 11 and 13,
who murdered four schoolmates and a teacher while wounding 11 others. The
two were in possession of a number of weapons, camouflage clothing, a van
stocked with provisions and "survivalist" gear, among other oddities, and there
were reports of ties to a satanic cult of some kind currently popular in the
southeastern U.S.

Despite a fairly rigorous childhood and teenagehood in New York City and Long
Island, and many years since spent in other major urban areas like L.A. and the
Bay Area, I must say I can really recall no precedent for these types of mass
slayings perpetrated by teens and preteens, against their peers or elders, often
carried out at (usually public) schools.
What in the name of God or any standard or concept of a more evolved, civilized
and positive existence and being; what in the name of any decency, reason,
compassion, or awareness could possibly be motivating or compelling these
young people to manifest such remorseless, shameless and vicious violence in
mass murder?
And notice also that this is not happening in New York, L.A., Chicago or other
large cities. Its happening mainly in quiet, totally "typical", rural/suburban Middle
American communities, among predominantly white, middle class people.
I think programming is on the scene here in a most major style. Subliminals
embedded in popular entertainment could even be the triggers for certain
preprogrammed behavior and responses ready to be "activated".
In fact, in one of Alex Constantine's articles on the mass ritual sex abuse case
involving McMartin Preschool and their outright CIA connections, he notes that
many of the CIA's child oriented MK operations are "administered" by an
Indonesian religious cult: one of the leading members of this cult is also a
principal officer in a MAJOR computer games software manufacturing/developing
business. He doesn't name names, but I believe it must be either Sega Genesis
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or Nintendo or some corporation rather close to them in terms of market share,
from the way he writes it. The name of the relious cult is "Subud".

MUSIC AND MIND CONTROL
The use of music as an aid to programming, which forms a significant aspect of
the operation experienced first hand by "Mr. Coffee" and described in his account
reprinted directly following this section, has been consistently commented on by
certain researchers, including Preston Nichols. Music provides access to the
deeper, subconscious, emotional, nonlinear/logical portions of the psyche. As
shown so clearly by "psychedelic" pioneers Tim Leary and Richard Alpert in their
government-sponsored LSD research (some which occurred at Montauk AFS)-"set and setting" are crucial in determining the impact and outcome of an LSD
trip...and a mind programming operation. Music, as an especially emotional art
form, could be utilized very effectively (albeit diabolically!) to assist in amplifying,
intensifying and boosting the impact of certain programming operations and
experiences. In addition, certain triggers can be activated by the music previously
used during programming.
There is information put forward by people like "Sue Ellen" above and others
indicating that certain music stars are being trained/programmed/groomed/mind
controlled, so that in their roles as mass entertainers they are fulfilling a certain
function in the general mind controlled new world order of things, and that there
are very likely entrainment frequencies and subliminal commands and such
embedded within the sound tracks: certainly in the case of country music the
overall tone of the lyrics of many country songs is undeniably "down" and puts
forth an ultimately depressing view of things. So many of these songs are about
serious emotional distress, failed relationships and similar topics.
Technically and even artistically, the level of musicianship, proficiency, etc. could
be quite high and the music could "sound good" but there could be specific
signals/frequencies mixed in later, perhaps unbeknownst to the performing
artists, which reinforce an element of the lyric content or even communicate
some other "message". Even subliminal vocal tracks could be used in this way.
Much "heavy metal" and rap music overtly exhibit extraordinary levels of
negativity, hatred and descriptions of violence in their lyrics, the destructive
impact of which could all easily be supplemented with a hefty dose of subliminal
images, commands and the like.
My thought is this. One concept which could be getting inserted into country and
other pop music by these and various other methods might be this: to abuse
(physically, sexually, emotionally) or neglect your children resulting in their lives
being under the control the government, or to "turn them over to the government"
in any number of other ways, and/or assist the government in gaining access to

and control over your children so that the government can (have means and
opportunity to) subject them to psychosexually abusive mind control
programming, so they can serve certain purposes as agents of the government.
If kids are abused at home, and/or families are in fact being subliminally
encouraged in many ways through manipulation of mass media to literally
disintegrate, then more and more kids have been and will be ending up either in
some sort of government custody or on the streets, where they become fair
game for the picking; particularly by organized crime, which as I noted in my first
report, is strongly inplicated in the procurement of young people by any number
of means, for covert government agencies to utilize in their unconscionable,
inhuman and unconstitutional operations.
This is the sort of thing that is apparently occurring which at least in part deals
with this sort of social engineering--molding and shaping of consciousness and
social reality through covert (and evil) manipulation of mass communication such
as the press and the news media, television, entertainment. movies, music, and
so on. Additionally there are the technologies developed in the Montauk Project
by which our very thoughts and even psychic-level experiences can be interfered
with, tweaked, twisted and controlled.
I received an email on the subject of music as utilized in mind control operations,
which read in part as follows:
"With the advances in technology since Dick Sutphen's book The Battle For Your
Mind first came out, is it still impossible to reduce various frequencies to detect
the subliminals when they are psycho-acoustically modified and synthesized so
that they are projected in the same chord and frequency as the music?"
Though I'm unfamiliar with the book mentioned above, the topic is certainly
intriguing. Here's my response to the question, based upon my admittedly limited
familiarity with the nuts and bolts of such operations.
Certain people connected to the Montauk Project have made repeated
references to the way popular entertainment--in particular music--has been and
is being utilized as an aid to EM/RF mind control programming, either directed
towards a population as a whole or towards smaller groups or individuals.
Preston Nichols has relayed information about some of the more esoteric
technologies which utilize music as a medium for dissemination. He referred to
what he calls a "quantum" waveform of some kind which is not in either the audio
or electromagnetic wave spectrum, and which can transmit extensive amounts of
information. This quantum information signal apparently interacts with certain
levels of consciousness and awareness: there is no commonly available
technology at this time with which the information can be decoded.
One point made by Nichols which I, as a musician, found intriguing is that the
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equipment used in implementing this quantum information wave is highly
dependent upon vacuum tubes, as much of the Montauk Project technology has
been in general, although transistors are utilized to some extent. Interesting that
many electric musicians, especially guitarists, have adamantly withstood the tidal
wave of solid state technology when it comes to instrument amplifiers: as many
rock fans know, most electric guitarists, bassists, miked vocalists and other
musicians swear by the vast superiority of the tonal qualities of vacuum tube
amps and the ability of such equipment to convey a far greater range of subtle
nuances of feeling that transistor amps.
Nichols indicated to me that a substantial amount of popular music during the
1960s, 70s, 80s and of course now has been utilized in service of a covert (of
course!) MK agenda using various methods and technologies, and as I've
pointed out, similar charges have been made by a number of other people, for
example Cathy O'Brien. (Nichols worked as a sound recording engineer before
going to work at Brookhaven Labs around 1970).
More detailed and technical information was conveyed to me about this entire
matter but to be honest the technical part is a bit over my head. I am a bit weak
in radio electronics as well as quantum physics, relativity and the unified field
theory.
I have been extremely intrigued by the statements made by Nichols and others
about music being utilized for mind control purposes but remain somewhat
unclear about how this is actually accomplished technically. Then of course
questions such as those posed by Mr. Hart above have crossed my mind as well-that is, how can the subliminal psychoacoustic frequencies, quantum information
waves and other embedded data be isolated, deciphered, etc.

MIND CONTROL VICTIMS--PERSONAL TESTIMONY
Certainly one of the most astonishing accounts from a victim/survivor of an
intensive mind control programming operation to have ever come my way is this
one; emailed to me in late 1997 by an individual who gave me a brief
autobiography which described how he had been picked at the age of ten,
through the "auspices" of the "Silva Mind Control Program", to be an unwitting
candidate for the "MK-ULTRA/Montauk/Ewen Cameron School of Mind Control"
(I think I made that last one up!), which commenced in earnest when he entered
college at Rochester NY.
Continually monitored by military agents who had tracked the fellow throughout
high school, my contact was given the full complement of Montauk type
programming after he entered college, and he subsequently worked for his
programmers in an altered state of mind as a slavelike agent. Among other

horrors, he has had recalls of assassinating targeted subjects.
Here's the real grabber--this fellow has pieced together solid evidence (including
recovered computer text files detailing this particular MK method) showing that
music was used as a major aspect of a CIA covert mind-programming
technology/system, as a means of substantially strengthening the emotional
components of psyche and personality and "enlisting" these aspects for the
programmed "cause". This translates into a much more intense "commitment"
and connection to the program on the part of mind controlled agents. This same
music, perhaps with encoded subliminals as well, is used to activate the
previously embedded program in the agent.
An incredible and terrifying story--and, the dates of his major involvement which
this fellow recalls coincide exactly with information from Preston Nichols
regarding a very recent phase of the Montauk project, from 1988-1992.
This man was most recently an operative in the southeastern U.S.; however, that
is where his "handler" made some major errors in "handling" my contact, which
resulted in substantial and traumatic memory breakthroughs, a breakdown in the
mind control program in his case and my contact's disconnection from the
operation. (Naturally though, severe harassment and vicious threats have
followed him almost continually since).
Preston Nichols has reported that after the departure of the Montauk Project's
mind control crew from the Montauk underground installation roughly the end of
1992, the Project was somewhat at loose ends for a couple of years but the
directors then regrouped and ensconced themselves in the Atlanta Georgia area
at Robins Air Force Base.
I had occasion to meet this man, whom I will call "Mr. Coffee" (a pseudonym), in
person during my trip to Long Island in the summer of 1998, which has been
recounted above in this report. I found him in some degree to be not what I
expected; certain elements of the type of programming he has been subjected to-what might be called a fearless, kamikaze-type warrior with total confidence
seem to have leaked through in to his everyday personality. Coffee indicated to
me and Nichols that he (Coffee) may very well still be utilized while in an
alternate state of mind for various covert operations by intelligence/military
agencies. He attested to feeling bizarrely affected by the energy particularly at
Camp Hero but also in the village of Montauk.
Here is what Coffee had to say.
"Dear Sir:
"I believe that I was/am the subject of some horrific government mind control
experiments. I believe that the government "selected" me at a very young age,
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watched me develop as a young man, and then when the time was right forced
me into their "mind control project". My memories of these events were all but
nonexistent until recently, when a single event triggered a massive flood of
memories which started to all come back to me. To be honest the whole
experience has left me quite shaken as well as quite scared. But mostly
confused.
"It all started when I was 10 years old. My mother enrolled me in a mind control
course called "the Silva Mind Control Method". It is sort of a self hypnosis course
where you learn to dive down into the different levels of your mind. You learn
things like how to heal your body with your mind, relaxation techniques, ways to
focus your concentration, and melt spoons with your mind (things like that). You
may have heard of it? Anyway, while in the course we learned to go to our "level"
(a relaxed state of mind which is the basis of the Silva method). I was extremely
good at all of the things we were doing for some reason right from the start. The
instructor... was praising me like I was god's next gift to mankind. Telling me that
I was the greatest student he has ever seen etc. etc..
"This is where it all starts: during one of the breaks (about six weeks into the
course) the instructor asks me to go outside to meet some of his "friends". I go
outside with him (and let me tell you, when you are 10 years old and you are in a
class room for two hours at a time on your Saturdays and Sundays for eight
straight weeks you ABSOLUTELY live for your 15 minute breaks) so needless to
say I was not very interested in wasting my "break time" talking to whoever these
people were. We go out the double doors and there are two men waiting to talk
to me. THEY BOTH WERE WEARING MILITARY UNIFORMS, one was wearing
army green, and the other was in blue (possible Air Force but I cant be sure).
The instructor states to the men "this is the kid" and they make some small talk.
To be honest I really didn't pay much attention to them ( I was looking at the
other kids on the play ground and wondering why the hell I'm over here and not
over there). But here's the main point; The man in green bends down on one
knee and says to me "I hear you have some very special abilities" and I said "I
do"? He stands back up and speaks to the instructor some more, then kneels
back down and says "It was very nice meeting you, YOU KNOW YOUR GOING
TO WORK FOR ME SOME DAY!" As a 10 year old you don't quite grasp what is
really going on and I remember laughing and telling him that I didn't quite
understand, but it was nice meeting him, and I ran off to the play ground. But
when I looked back, the three adult were still standing there looking at me, talking
about me, and sizing me up.
"That was the only time that I actually spoke to those men for years, but what
happens next is very odd. Growing up my parents were fighting all the time and
they finally got divorced. So what did I do, I used sports as my escape. All I
focused on was sports, I would leave the house and go down to the field or into
the backyard and practice, and practice, and practice my soccer skills. As a
result of this I became extremely good, so good you would not believe me (I just

seemed to have a knack for it). I didn't think about doing it, I just did it. It was like
it was mind over matter.
"It's funny because honestly I could do things that were so unbelievable on the
soccer field. You have to see it to believe it. Here is how; I honestly didn't know
any better. I didn't know that I wasn't supposed to be able to do that, just take the
ball down the field by yourself and score EVERY TIME! But in my mind, I could
do it, so I did it in real life EVERY TIME. When the opposing teams coaches
asked how old I was, when I told them the didn't believe me, after the games
were over they would thank me for not running up the score and humiliating "their
boys". That how good I was and I do have video tapes of the games to prove it!
"Here is the thing, and I didn't put it together at the time. When you go to any
children's sporting event you see all of the parents. They are usually are dressed
casually and usually bring a folding chair and sit around and watch the game and
gossip with the other parents etc. etc..
I REMEMBER looking around at all the parents. I REMEMBER noticing TWO
GUYS IN MILITARY UNIFORMS FREQUENTLY AT MY GAMES. ONE IN
GREEN AND ONE IN BLUE. I remember this specially because they stuck out
like sore thumbs, and I specifically remember this because I was thinking "I
wonder whose fathers are they?" They looked familiar from when I was 10 years
old but I just could not put my finger on it.
"I remember seeing the same two guys all through my high school sporting
events. Whether it was football, basketball, or track. At the county track meet,
during some football games etc. (I can rattle off 5 or 6 different examples).
"Imagine how effective would an assassin or an agent be if in his mind, through
hypnosis, he truly had no fear. If in his mind, through hypnosis, he truly believed
that he could do superhuman things. Things like jumping off a 3 story roof and
land without injury, just as if he was jumping a foot stool. If in his mind, through
hypnosis, he truly believes he possesses superhuman strength and can turn his
bodes adrenaline glands on and off like a faucet. These are just some of the
experiments they conducted on me in an effort to make me the "perfect weapon"
or the "perfect killing machine".
"When it came time for me to go to college is when strange things started
happening. I was a "Blue chip" athlete, and was recruited heavily as an A-rated
football player by most of the major universities. By the end of my senior year in
high school the decision as to what school to attend was narrowed down to 2 or 3
schools.
"Mysteriously, in the mail I received a letter which stated I had an appointment to
have my physical taken for admittance to attend West Point. I didn't think much
about it and the physical date came and went. Another letter arrives stating that I
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was "Rescheduled" FOR ANOTHER physical at West Point. The physical date
also comes and goes. Again, I didn't think too much about it. Then I get a phone
call from someone in the military, I don't remember his name but I think he said
he was major something or other. Anyway, he asks me why I didn't go to the
physicals, and I told him that 1st of all I wasn't the least interested in a military
career because my father was in the military and it just wasn't my "bag".
Secondly my father graduated from Annapolis and if I went to West Point he
would disown me. About a week later I get a THIRD letter. This one mysteriously
now states that I now have an appointment to have my physical taken to attend
Annapolis.
"The thing is I never spoke to anyone about attending either West Point or
Annapolis. I never spoke to any football coaches, I never discussed it with my
parents, I spoke to NO ONE about applying to ANY military academy!
"I did some research about the process in which one must to go through to enter
either academy. Let me tell you that the physical is about the third screen they
use to weed out unqualified candidates. These screens include either a
presidential or a congressional nomination (I could have gotten one due to the
fact that my father attended Annapolis but since neither of us even approached
the subject it really makes you wonder what the Hell is going on). In addition to
this I was extremely underqualified since neither my grades NOR my SAT scores
were EVEN CLOSE to the levels expected by the academies by their applicants.
"So how did I get THREE physicals scheduled to enter the military's most
distinctive schools WITHOUT EVER APPLYING. Someone wanted me to be in
the military very badly, and I still have all the letters "requesting" my presence at
the academies for my physicals to prove it!
"By a rather odd set of events I end up going to a college I had never heard of
before called the University of Rochester located in UPSTATE NEW YORK right
between Buffalo and Syracuse. I attended the University from 1988-1992.
"This is when they took me into their program. I CAN GO THROUGH ANOTHER
15 PAGES EXPLAINING EVERY DETAIL; OF HOW, WHEN AND WHY THEY
HYPNOTIZED ME, HOW THEY WOULD TAKE ME IN THE NIGHT, THE LABS,
THE EXPERIMENTS, EVERYTHING!
This was a "Black Book Operation", these men were not exactly in the military
but some sort of a private group, operating from groups within groups. You see I
was so far gone and under their control because for some reason mind adhered
to their "suggestions" extremely well, like nothing they had ever seen. Anything
they told me to do while I was in this state of mind I could do.
"The experiments were all under hypnosis, and were initially designed to test how
far the human could be pushed. Things like the limits of human strength. While

under hypnosis they would tell me to imagine that my arm was a hydraulic press
with unlimited power, they then would place objects in my hand and tell me to
crush them and I could. Another favorite was to test the limits of human pain
tolerances. For this experiment they would tell me to "turn off my nerves"; "you
are in a warm and safe place, you feel nothing and have NO pain". As you can
imagine they had many different varieties of this test. They controlled me like I
was a robot or something, and I remember standing and walking with "tunnel
vision". I had no control of myself at all. I remember having to give
demonstrations of my abilities so they could get the funding needed to continue
with the project.
"I remember, being in a field, it was dusk, and I demonstrated my abilities and the
showed the things I could do. There were 6 to 8 men there one of them dressed
in a suit was either a senator or a congressmen and after he saw the things I
could do he said "JESUS CHRIST -- If I didn't see that with my own eyes I
wouldn't have believed it possible. ANYTHING YOU NEED YOU GOT IT!".
"The main focus quickly turned from doing simple tests on me to developing me
as a killing machine, a military weapon, and they trained me as an assassin. I
have memories of killing several people and executing several "Missions".
"My code name they called me by was "The Rhino" and I believe I killed several
people between 1988 and 1992.
"To be honest with you this letter should have only taken me a day or two to write
but I have been working on this for over three weeks now. I am not going into
great detail about most of my experiences and the really painful memories. Every
time I start thinking about these events my stomach turns and I become
nauseous. I must ask you to please forgive me, if any of this is unclear or doesn't
flow smoothly I'm sorry but I'm trying my best, but it is very difficult and painful to
remember and write all this down.
"I graduate from college and I move down South. In my apartment complex, this
guy introduces himself to me at the pool and we become good friends. At this
time I have no memories of all these events so I didn't put the following together
until later. The guys name is Aaron and he is down South to get his masters
degree in PSYCHOLOGY. Coincidentally he is also from Rochester NY. He
becomes my best friend and about a year goes by. When we would go out
drinking or be at parties Aaron would brag about being able to hypnotize people
without them even knowing it and how he could just "fuck" with peoples' minds. I
never thought much about it because he was my best friend. I get my first job
with a major corporation. Three hundred and sixty resumes for 1 spot and I got
the job. So naturally I was very excited and told all my friends. The job involved
traveling all around the Southeast every week (being gone Tuesday through
Friday, on the road, every week).
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The job didn't start until late August and it was early July so I had some time on
my hands. About two weeks after I told Aaron that I had gotten the job he calls
me and asks me to come over (as he was my best friend I would go over to his
place all the time so I thought absolutely nothing about it). I get to his apartment
and we bullshit for about an hour, and he tells me out of the blue that "some
people are concerned about your new job" and I said "what the fuck are you
talking about" and he said "the fact that we won't know where you are during the
week"; and I was just utterly confused and extremely pissed off (I still had no
memory of any of the events mentioned earlier) and I said "What the hell are you
talking about? Who is concerned? What business is it of theirs anyway? Who? I
don't understand?" He let it go. What happened next he did not let go.
"I had all this time on my hands and I was very nervous because I had to go to
Buffalo for three weeks of training. I was 24 years old and this was my first "real
job" with a company car, expense account and everything. Ever since I was very
young I stuttered severely when I spoke. The thing is I knew it was all in my
mind, because when I was alone I could speak very fluently, but when I had to
speak to anyone, read aloud or, heaven forbid, speak to a group of people my
entire throat would just "lock up" and I could not speak word one. This was a
serious problem for me and needless to say I was tormented as a child. But
anyway I decided that this was my first real job and if I wanted to get anywhere in
life that I will not let this stop me and it must be fixed and now is the time. I had
never been to a hypnotherapist before but for some reason I really believed in
the power of hypnotism, and I really thought that this along with my Silva mind
control could really help me. So I open the yellow pages and pick out a
hypnotherapist. In the ad the hypnotherapist claimed to be able to cure many
different ailments within a few sessions, stuttering was one of them so I called
and made an appointment.
"I proceed to go into the appointment talk to the Doctor and explain how I think
my problem is all in my mind. He states that my conclusions are "very
interesting", and he puts me under. When I opened my eyes the doctor's face
was white as a ghost and he is sweating bullets, there are now two assistants in
the room and they have the same horrific look on their faces. The doctor in a
trembling voice asks me "DID YOU KNOW YOU HAVE SOME KIND OF A
GOVERNMENT MEMORY CAP IN YOUR MIND"? I said "no, what are you
talking about?" He is still sweating profusely, and I ask him what was going on.
He would not discuss it but he said wanted to see me tomorrow. I go to pay for
the session in the lobby and I ask the assistant "what happened in there?" At first
she would not tell me but I finally got it out of her. She said that I absolutely
FREAKED OUT and I was absolutely screaming uncontrollably. She also stated
that in her 15 years with this doctor she had never seen anything like it. She said
the doctor tried for 15 minutes to put the cap back on and I would not let him,
they had to get three other people to hold me down and finally he got control of
the situation again. This is on a Tuesday, the doctor wanted to see me the next
day but he was booked through Friday, the assistant made room for me to see

him on Thursday.
"I leave very confused, still having no clear memories of any of the government
experiments. The thing is I go home and what do I do, I go right over to my best
friends apartment (Aaron) and tell him the whole story about the hypnotherapist
and the memory cap. He starts to FREAK OUT, you went to a hypnotherapist
WHEN? And let me tell you he was PISSED! I remember being very confused
because I didn't still didn't make the connection. I remember going into his
apartment, telling him what happened, he gets very angry, but after that there
was "lost time." It was between 3:00 and 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon when I
went over there. I remember this because there were soap operas on the
television when I was initially telling him my story; when I left Jeopardy was on
and it was becoming dusk. It was about 7:30 on the evening. I leave his
apartment and go home, I found myself sort of wondering what happened? At
home I empty my pockets on the table (change, keys etc..) and I have the receipt
from the hypnotherapist. "Oh yea" I say I'm supposed to see him on Thursday,
but I couldn't remember anything else.
"I go back Thursday AND THE DOCTOR IS NO LONGER THERE! I MEAN HIS
NAME IS SCRATCHED OFF THE DOOR HE IS GONE, VANISHED, I MEAN IT
WAS LIKE HE HAD NEVER BEEN THERE. There were four or five doctors
sharing the same office and there was simply a space where his name had been.
I go in and ask the receptionist where is doctor so and so, as hard as I try I just
cannot remember his name, but I can find my way back to where his office was. I
ASK THE RECEPTIONIST WHAT IS GOING ON AND SHE TELLS ME TO
PLEASE LEAVE AND DO NOT COME BACK. I ask about the doctor, she closes
the receptionists window turns her back to me and walks away.
"I go home, even more confused, Aaron calls me that night to come over, I go,
again not thinking anything about it. This is where all hell breaks loose. I go to his
apartment and we are sitting down talking as usual. From the back bedroom six
or seven men come out! The same two military officers I had seen all along from
my childhood and at the University of Rochester (one in green and one in blue).
The other men were dressed in black. The instant I saw these men I began to
remember, my instinct tells me to run but I was taken totally by surprise. The men
in black leap over the couch, grab and hold me. They pinned me against the
back of the couch, I had no leverage to plant my feet and try get up. They start to
laugh and say things like "this guy isn't so tough" and "that was easy".
"I remember looking at Aaron with a look of betrayal: he could not look at me.
The military officer in green says "do you have any idea how much trouble you've
been, we should have killed you a long time ago"; he asks Aaron "is he going to
remember any of this?" Aaron answers no. He proceeds to punch me in the face.
I am struggling to get up but I just could not move, Aaron then takes over.
"Aaron then says the "magic word" and instantly I cannot move, he tells me how
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relaxed I feel how I feel warm and safe I feel, how I am in a "happy place".
"This is where things start getting a little crazy. What he did to me, I remember,
he somehow locked me away in my own mind creating multiple personalities. I
remember fighting him for control in my mind. He said that I will do what I tell you
to do. He said the walls are closing in and you cannot fight it, in my mind I of
course pictured the walls closing in. On his instruction the walls closed in until I
was inside a "vacuum sealed steel coffin", I could not fight it and I could not
move. He then said you are being sent to a place in your mind where you will
never be found, at this point I start screaming "no no no". After he sent me to a
place where "no one will ever find you", he instructed that "a steel plate the size
of ten football fields and 10 feet thick is crashing down upon you" and he said
"here it comes, and there is no escape". I remember screaming again as he says
"boooom". Here comes another one, "boooom", and he proceeded to do this five
or six more times. I am screaming during all of this.
"The hypnotherapist had pulled me out of it; two days later the hypnotherapist
has disappeared and Aaron locks the "monster" away again, with new doors and
in a new place. The monster who claims to be the real me who is even now
locked away somewhere in my mind? This concept is very scary and confusing
but these are my memories.
"This all took place in the summer of 1994. After that I couldn't remember any of
these events, and Aaron continued to be my "best friend". Over the next two
years I would go over to Aaron's apartment and hang out. I remember a lot of
missing time, watching a movie and all of a sudden I would be watching a
different movie and it is 2:00 in the morning. Sometime he would get up and lock
the door when it is only the two of us and we were both about 6 foot tall and 230
pounds with bodybuilder physiques living in a very quiet and secure apartment
complex. So I began to wonder about these events and I would ask him "why do
you sometimes lock the door" and he would never answer me.
"There is much more to the story--how I broke free, where I am today, are they
still watching me? It's funny because I play these events over and over again in
my mind. Government experiments, multiple personalities, hypnosis. The thought
that the United States Government assigned someone to "watch" me for years
sounds kind of crazy. The thing is, as I was sitting here typing on my computer
and writing this letter, I remembered that Aaron used to come over and use my
computer for some of his "theories" and "projects". When we were "best friends" I
never thought much about it.
"But LOOK what I found on my computer. Here is the first page of a 10 page
document that is one of his theories on how the human mind operates which he
submitted to be published.

Memory Regression Technique (MRT)
Aaron M. XXXXXXXX
Memory Regression Technique (MRT), involves the process of retrieving past
memories, and can assist in the retrieval of repressed material (memories) from
the unconscious. MRT understands the process of association in relation to
memory and strongly believes that specific memories can be brought to
consciousness. Furthermore, MRT assumes to seize (particularly regarding the
repressed patient) deep-seated memories and experiences through the aid of
association using music.

INTRODUCTION
Memory Regression Technique (MRT), involves the process of retrieving past
memories. Memories that are either general or specific in nature. What the
technique consists of is regressing one's mind (through age and time). By having
individuals retrieve information (memories) from their past using a systematical
process, they begin to develop an adaptation to this process. A "familiarity" of
retrieving past memories and as this process continues, releasing stored material
is made easier by the individual.
Memory Regression Technique can assist in the retrieval of repressed material
(memories) from the individual's unconscious. Repressed material or pieces of
information can be brought to consciousness through the aid of association. It is
certainly probable that specific individual experiences / events were recorded in
one's memory through association, particularly with music during a specific "time"
or period in one's life. Accordingly, MRT can assist the individual in locating a
desired "time episode" of when certain specific events (memories) transpired,
that may have been repressed through time.
Why is MRT so unique? MRT understands the process of association in relation
to memory. When memory is stored it is essentially always stored in relation to
the attainability of one's senses via smell, taste, touch, visual, and through
auditory processes.
When individuals tend to remember past experiences it is usually retrieved
through related associations (whether it was induced by the color red or from a
personal meaningful experience). MRT parallels with that of state-dependent
memory. State-dependent memory is an extension of context-dependent memory
(information that is better retrieved in the "context" in which it was encoded and
stored or learned). It sometimes happens that we retrieve information better
when we are in a physiological or emotional state that is similar to the one in
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which we encoded and stored the information. Our moods may also serve as
cues that aid in the retrieval of memories. Emotion influences not only what is
stored in memory, but also how easily records can be accessed from memory.
Individuals can best retrieve emotional memories by reinstating the emotion they
were experiencing at the time they originally stored it, especially if the memory is
associated with music.
The objective is to increase the process of retrieval. Knowing that music (a
specific song) can elicit a past memory for an individual, MRT realizes this
principle: more songs may elicit more memories. MRT is an extensive collection
of condensed music from past years to the present in chronological order. MRT
is designed for availability to most settings: classical, country, jazz, rhythm and
blues, pop, rock and roll, rap, gospel, folk, reggae, etc."
--Mr. Coffee
A subsequent email read:
"John:
I got your name off the mind control forum web page and sent e-mails to all the
people who I thought could help me. I had sent you that mail a while ago and a
lot has happened since then. Since then I have regained more of my memory. As
It turns out I have incredible telekinetic abilities, I can move, levitate and create
objects using only my mind. And yes I was one of the superstars at Montauk from
1988-1992. They since have erased my memory of everything and my abilities
but I am slowly getting them back.
"The thing is I have remembered that I have a 8 year old son and his mother is
my sole mate and the woman I am supposed to marry, both of which they have
and are raising my son for their own purposes. I am going to be forced to make a
trade with them in exchange for my silence. As you can imagine I cannot discuss
the details for many reasons. I cannot go public as the whole affair goes a lot
farther then just a simple trade and if I do they will kill them. I have tried to get
him before and they simply erased my memory again, this time I am more
prepared.
"I have read your articles and must say that you are correct on many accounts
and can tell you only that everything Preston Nichols claims happened in his
books is all too true.
"I thank you for your concern and reply to my request for help. I hope you
understand that things are in a very critical time for me and even writing this letter
is extremely dangerous for me. But I will try and keep in touch with you as best
as I can.

Thanks again"
--Mr. Coffee
I am currently unaware of Coffee's intentions regarding matters such as public
disclosure of what he has been through and what he knows. He has met with
Nichols a few times, and with Peter Moon. Nichols informed me that Coffee is
"definitely involved" with some recent phase of the Montauk Project, but given
the seriousness and sensitivity of the situation (in regards to Coffee's wife and
child), Nichols would not discuss it further with me on the phone--which is pretty
rare for him (even though he openly acknowledges that his phone line is
intensively tapped).
As described earlier, I did meet Coffee in person during my trip to eastern Long
Island in the summer of 1998. At that time Nichols indicated to me that he felt
Coffee may have been used as a breeder and/or as cloning stock by the secret
government, probably due certain racial or bloodline factors. Nichols believed
that Coffee had without doubt been subjected to "Montauk Project-related"
government mind modification programs and that his alternate identities had
been extensively programmed to function as a fearless, "invincible" extremely
self confident soldier.
In early September 1998, Mr. Coffee was arrested by local police where he
currently resides in New Jersey, at the instigation of the FBI and aided by a
complaint against him by a suspiciously eager ex-girlfriend. They had a court
order to confiscate a Coffee possessed: though he was compliant in every way
with the officers, they found some pretext on which to arrest him and he ended
up incarcerated in a psychiatric hospital! Several days before, Coffee had
appeared on a Long Island TV talk show in which he aired an extensive account
of his involvement in government mind control programs, and the day after the
broadcast he was the target of a kidnapping/murder attempt.
**********************************************************
From "Oscar Laurent" (a pseudonym) comes the following testimony, which
describes his own childhood induction into a government-run covert mind control
program.
"I have very vivid recollection of an episode (beginning midday, summer) from
where I was in a van (mini van or other taller vehicle) sitting in the front
passenger seat and pulling over at a gate in the fence where the road
(perpendicular to highway, dirt) extended for a long distance (miles? Depth
perception in arid western lands with only reference as a distant mountain range
is quite confusing) from the highway to the mountains in the distance... I believe
I've entered within a geomagnetic hot spot. The land around this road is quite
arid, plain, no structures rocks or dunes, and only limited plant life (little grass
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clumps or small bushes) and extremely flat. During this time of transport between
the highway and mountains, there is a large missing block of time...
The next memory is entering the wooded area of the mountains, many solid rock
faces with steep angles on the sides of the road winding through the forest, and
(because I was woke up by the bumpy road) then another lapse of missing time
due to sleep...
The next memory is constant till the end.
The arrival (waking now) is to a dirt/gravel parking lot. There in this parking lot
was a large house-like structure, wide, typical design of a hotel; large front porch,
dumpster and propane tanks outside to right (facing) of building, other cars/small
trucks in lot near house, gravel on ground in parking lot, grassy area behind
house with wooded area beyond that... all sides of this area are steep
hill/mountain sides forming a basin (slightly darker in lighting) where the building
was... miscellaneous other little things (trivial)> the interior of this building was
house like, we passed by dining and lounge rooms, [boredom eliminated memory
of most of the interior, until going downstairs] and finally ended up in the
basement of this building...
Stuff in basement was typical of an old building, miscellaneous old junk,
whatever, but on the side wall (following a wide path through junk) was a modern
and shiny metallic door with digital numeric keypad combination lock on the right
side, which the person leading me to it stood in front of and opened when door
was opened it swung open towards me, and I notice that the side of it is about a
foot thick with bolt locks extending from it [similar to bank vault] (might have been
the receptacles for locks mounted in the doorframe) all metallic chrome or steel,
and a long tunnel extending from it down at a slight angle, and to the right this
tunnel was well lit at the entrance (white lights as found in office buildings)
(similar arrangement of lighting as the interior running lights of an airplane, (long
light source in cavity on upper corners of wall, and if I remember correctly,
slightly rounded and metal chrome, compliments nicely with the pure white walls
and metal flooring (diamond hatch grips on floor)) There was also a chrome
handrail extending the length of this hallway, which I would look up at (being
what, 3 years old?) and being led by the individual behind me with hand placed
on shoulder sometimes for guidance or whatever, but always walking behind... (I
do not have recollection of this man's face, as the driver of the van I was in
stayed upstairs in the house, and I went with the "owner" of the house down to
the basement, etc.) as we progressed down this hallway, it was obviously
intended as a light adjustment area so the eyes could slowly adapt from the
bright light of upstairs and outside and the entrance to the tunnel to the darkness
where this tunnel met up with others in a spur. At this spur (probably 100 feet
from entrance ) the lighting was rather dark at the lower level... The tunnel was
straight, but the atmosphere and the gentle slope of this tunnel told our senses
we were now quite a ways under ground... At the spur intersection at the end of

this tunnel (very dark) we turned in some direction (no visual reference) to the left
as we continued in the left tunnel we came upon a room...
The tunnel ends in a 45` angle to a squarish room to the right, its farthest two
walls of unknown distance (black walls, some chrome, but limited lighting from [it]
was not enough to make out anything in the room besides [it]): the simple
description: a "iridescent purplish pinkish bluish purple cuboid"
On the right wall, as you enter the room you will notice a semi- circular table
(large) extending from that wall, dark, yet reflective coloration of table, and some
chromed metal throughout the "device". I'm having trouble continuing to type...
any attempt to describe the thing is practically impossible... (excessively strong
emotional response).
I've tried numerous times with multitudes of materials and lighting to try to
reproduce something that even somewhat resembles the thing, but haven't been
able to even come close to its color, no less its semi-transparent texture and
appearance of it... well we will continue to try :) >
Ok... lets start with it. It is a rectangular solid. It is fairly large, probably 2 feet
wide, unknown depth. Squarish front face. It is mesmerizing. If you can picture a
huge mass of fiber optic material (translucent surface) with infinitive tubules
intertwined within it in a rectangular solid shape, with blue, purple, and pink light
streaming in high speed bursts throughout this mass, creating a glowing "purplish
pinkish bluish purple cuboid" then you are coming close to the reality. You may
also define it as similar to the primitive (in comparison), but current attempts to
create an optical switching/processing device (computer) by many gov't and
private research institutions. Ok. At least I got through that... :) this cuboid was
situated slightly lower than the surface of the table, in what appeared to be a
indentation (my height was at the table level, or slightly above, so I could see that
it went down below the surface of the table, but no idea what it was seated on.)
This aura or whatever it was so intriguing that I was guided by this other
individual who led me down there to either stand or sit next to the receptacle
(please see drawings) to the thing, and insert my hands and forearms into a
rubber like apparatus with metallic contacts for the base of your palm as I found
the metal balls within the rubber interface, I was offered a chair (seen out of
corner of eye) by the leading individual, and this scene (vivid mental image of the
cuboid to the upper right field of view, the counter to the right, the interface
directly in front, some chrome pipes or whatever directly beyond that, darkness in
the rest of the room, the front of my body below, and the chair off to my right
being placed behind my legs for seating... ) this is the last memory I have of the
entire event when a "supernatural" feeling swept all of me and I made contact
with both hands to the metal receptacles in the interface unit. (previously only
touched by fingers, now by that spot on both hands)
Event happened between 1982 and 1984.
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Very commonly, as I travel frequently and tend to find tons of interesting things
wherever I go, I have recalled these memories spawned by similarities in the
environment where I currently am. HOWEVER these things that I see DO NOT in
any effect my vision memory of the experience with the thing. The memory is
there, it is unchanging and solid, but the resemblance of other things always
bring the experience back. For example, I mention the long remote highway, the
distant mountains, etc... When visiting New Mexico and Texas and attending a
camp in NM (twice), (including travel between the airports (New Mexico) and the
camp) I am commonly looking for the view and dirt road which are so vivid in
memory along the entire trips, always hoping to see this same scene, or feel the
same sensations as we approached the thing facility... Various sci-fi shows,
especially Star Trek with the Borg flash back recollections of the "thing" room,
especially the interface, although nothing in Star Trek resembles this
arrangement of devices. Whenever I pass a wooden post/wire fence, I think of
the trip along the highway and the gate we passed through. When wandering
around at family friends house in NM or Texas, I think of the view looking out of
the van over the fence across the plain to the mountains... Whenever visiting a
rocky and mountainous area here in the northeast, whenever we come upon a
tall steep rock side of a mountain on a windy road, I think of the views entering
the mountains at the facility. The placement of the dumpster and other tanks and
vehicles at the kitchen building of a camp I have frequently attended are quite
similar to those on the side of the house/hotel building, but even with the
excessive number of times I've passed by them, they are never right (the height
of the porch is similar, the building construction is similar, but in no way close
enough.) Entering well or dimly lit buildings sometimes reminds me of the tunnel,
as would a smaller (with same slope) tunnel used to connect the airport to the
plane's portal, same grating on the floor in some cases.
NOTHING HAS EVER RECREATED THE EMOTIONAL FEELING OF THE
FACILITY, thus I will soon be traveling to Montauk Point, NY where there are
other geomagnetic "hot-spots" as it is the closest place to my current location
with similar characteristics.
--© 1997 All rights reserved
**********************************************************
A therapist from New Orleans named Valerie Wolf presented two of her patients
to the President's Committee on Human Radiation Experiments on March 15,
1995 in Washington D.C. The two patients, both women, gave bloodcurdling
accounts of some of their horrific experiences while being subjected to
government-run mind control/modification/ manipulation programming, which
included, among other "techniques", use of such tactics as drugs, torture,
hypnosis, electroshock, and rape, as well as being exposed to an unspecified or
unknown amount of radiation. Much of this was administered by German (ex-

Nazi) doctors. Both Wolf and her patients stated they recovered the memories of
this CIA program without regression or hypnosis techniques. Incredibly enough,
to the best of my knowledge, neither Congress nor any committee thereof nor
any element of the "free" press ever followed through and pursued these
tremendously serious and well-substantiated allegations to the slightest degree
whatsoever.
David E. Rosenbaum, who was at one time employed as an attorney for Atlantic
Richfield Co., conducted a nine year investigation (1983-1992) into reports of
physical torture and coercive conditioning of numerous employees at an ARCO
plant in Monaco, PA. Two of his clients, Jerry L. Dotey and Ann White, though
apparently victims of radiation exposure, were also subjected to very severe
mind control programming while at the ARCO plant.
Dotey and White were allegedly subjected to torture of many kinds while under
drug induced hypnosis as part of this mind control operation, with each one
undergoing at least three different "training" programs by plant physicians.
Each victim was trained to enter into a hypnotic state upon the occurrence of
specific stimuli, usually involving a "cue" word or phrase and trained to
"remember to forget" what transpired in the hypnotic state. They were repeatedly
subjected to identical stimulus-response sequences, in order to produce nearly
automatic reactions to the particular "trigger". MK-ULTRA veteran Dr. Bernard
Diamond, the ubiquitous and odious Dr. Martin Orne and Dr. Josef Mengele
regularly visited the ARCO plant, according to Rosenbaum.
Keep in mind that ARCO's advanced projects division was heavily involved in the
development of HAARP technology prior to 1994, and the clear existence of a
substantial mind/mood control agenda within the fundamental documentation on
HAARP can not be forgotten.

HAARP--SON OF PHOENIX
The HAARP Project gives every indication of being the successor to certain
aspects of the Montauk Project--particularly the interdimensional and time
operations, and to a number of other EM/RF mind control/ manipulation
operations as well.
One of the most significant pieces of official, internal covert military
documentation regarding HAARP brought to light by Begich and Manning, the
authors of Angels Don't Play This HAARP, specifically and precisely described
HAARP's ability to actually scan and "INTERROGATE" the minds of targeted
individuals by means of certain EM/RF technologies /applications. This is just
another way of saying that their minds can be read through "artificial telepathy" or
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"techno-psychic"(psychotronic) systems.
This is from the military's own internal documents, referring to many years of
empirical research and development into these types of "weapons", (in total and
unconstitutional secrecy, of course!) and the validated, verified, tried-and-tested
results of all these covert endeavors. Naturally, within many of these same
internal documents, the main focus of how these weapons would likely be used
focused excessively upon domestic uses; again, a concept which right off the bat
by it's very definition is absolutely unconstitutional!
Begich and Manning's book makes repeated references to the ubiquitous John
Alexander as well; one admittedly small point which kind of made my blood run
cold was the fact that this guy is one of the few people in the country (world) who
have a doctorate in "thanatology". That is; study and knowledge of ...death. Nice
guy.
What jumps out at me from a look at recent history is the fact that the CIA and
their spook colleagues in NSA, DIA and other members of the intelligence
"alphabet soup" officially farmed out psychic/telekinetic/ telepathic/remote
viewing research to the "private sector", a sure sign that the whole shebang has
gone completely underground (in one or more possible ways!), and also has
been completely shielded from any possibility of (legitimate) governmental
review, oversight, interference and what have you. Once it's gone private,
anything can "go down".
Which leads to Alexander's domination of the creation of Psy-Tech, the "institute"
made (in)famous by Ed Dames, especially via Art Bell's radio programs. I have
really never trusted Dames nor anything he said, nor anything any of these
avowedly ex-spooky characters will ever utter. I have since noted that most of
Dames' utterances have turned out to be hogwash. The cliche "once an agent,
always an agent" is in fact very often very true.
Here is the proof, now, that Psy-Tech and other such "private-sector" entities like
The Farsight Institute, are in fact creations of the covert intelligence agencies and
with certainty are fulfilling certain functions and implementing agendas for said
agencies. Such as spewing malicious disinformation and playing on the "New
Age" sensibilities of many people by averring that the information being put forth
is being received through higher psychic abilities and is literally "infallible" (has
Dames considered taking the job of Pope?); guaranteed to be 100 per cent
correct (as Dames often referred to his own "predictions" and prognostications-most or all of which have failed to materialize!) What was the agenda for putting
out certain concepts and declaring that they are absolutely going to come to
pass? An example of this would be Dames' Number 1 biggie--that a plant
pathogen from the comet Hale-Bobb would completely devastate all plant life on
earth beginning in Africa, as of last fall? Dames stated that this would lead to
massive devastation of humanity on an unprecedented scale. (We should all be

very badly off right now in Dames' scenario). Dames said over and over, via the
mouthpiece of ally Art Bell, that this was absolutely, positively going to happen.
No way in hell it was not going to occur.
Well, we're still here, Ed. Personally, I think Dames is full of crap. At this juncture
I have to say I've become somewhat skeptical of Mr. Bell also.
John Alexander has been closely tied to HAARP ever since the project's
inception under ARCO. Alexander knows the tremendous potential for the
technology as a means of global control upon the human race through the major
capabilities of HAARP transmissions to very substantially affect and manipulate
humanity (and other life forms) physically, emotionally/ psychologically and even
psychically/spiritually.
I would recommend that readers familiarize themselves as much as possible with
the HAARP Project and its many covert agendas, and petition whatever decent
elements remain of our government to unilaterally shut down and disband any
and all electromagnetic mind/body/mood altering operations at once.
Watch out for HAARP!! Covert and esoteric HAARP operations ("Tesla" EM
transmissions) are now unquestionably being conducted on Long Island at
Brookhaven Labs and apparently at Montauk Air Force Station/Camp Hero's
subterranean installation--one of the earth's primary power points; as well as at a
number of other locations worldwide. I think these are significant and unfortunate
events and deserve intense scrutiny and investigation. If my gut level hunch is
correct, and a linking of HAARP with certain of the Montauk Project technologies
and agendas is being contemplated and/or implemented, we of the human race
could all be in for a very unpleasant situation.

POSTSCRIPT - WHAT'S TO COME
Keep in mind another very significant factor; the Montauk Project appears to
have splintered, with certain aspects such as the interdimensional/time
operations and some of the mind manipulation programs being merged or
subsumed into HAARP, and other elements of the Project continuing on as
shown by the resurgence (indeed, if they ever ceased!) of the hard core,
"Montauk Boys", psychosexual abuse-coupled-with-psychotronic-&-EM/RF mind
control activities--which result in dissociative, multiple personality conditions in
the targeted subjects, with the alternate personalities being heavily programmed.
There are statements from certain knowledgeable individuals and some outward
indications to support same, that such mind control activities--directly linked to
the methods and agendas of the Phoenix/Montauk Project--are being
implemented in the subterranean installation beneath the grounds of the old
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Navy submarine base on Fort Pond Bay in Montauk. As I've described, my
personal experiences at this location and admittedly subjective analyses of these
experiences has led me to conclude that there are some very peculiar surface
conditions as well as a noticeably strange "vibe" in the area which would tend to
give additional credence to such claims.
Claims have also been made that such unwitting agents of the secret "New
World Order" government, with thoroughly programmed alternate identities-many of these also implanted with biologically-based micro transceivers for
monitoring, programming and triggering/activation of previous programming--may
number well over five million in the United States alone, with more being inducted
and initiated daily.
If such numbers are anywhere near correct there is in effect a very dangerous,
secret, "sleeper" army which theoretically at least can be called upon by the
covert government at any time and deployed to do what would very likely be the
most horrific and gruesome tasks imaginable.
This doesn't sound very good to me, and one must hope fervently that one way
or another the programming starts to break down and disintegrate for most of
these unfortunate people. A more widespread acknowledgement of the actual
existence of these wretched operations and certainly a more open and public
discussion of the entire topic and its ramifications by our society (media) would
be one way to help dissolve the psychological barriers within us that prevent an
understanding of the severity of the problem; and most especially those
psychological barriers within these "targeted" individuals that prevent conscious
awareness on the part of the main, true personality of the means used to shatter
their psyches and the resulting alternate, programmed personalities. In other
words, overcoming the phenomenon by which any actual concrete, conscious
memories of the events surrounding the psychosexual abuse and EM/RFassisted programming are erased or blanked out of the subjects' minds.

Members of contemporary society, in particular young people, are subjected to a
good deal of overt mind manipulation programming by means of the fluff and
mind candy disseminated by the mass entertainment corporations and major
news media conglomerates; most certainly many of the video and computer
games aimed so heavily at children and teenagers have a significant
"programming" impact upon participants as well. In addition to that the entire
population is to a degree subject to subliminal transmissions, some coupled to
commercial broadcasting and others not.
Perhaps the best way to sum all of this up right now is to say that those who
cherish, support and will defend human freedom and the right of humanity to
fulfill its most positive, most life-affirming, most inclusive, most expansive, most

compassionate and most loving destiny: take heed, and take action
now, in any way you can, to counteract the influences of those people
who wield the technologies described in this report in pursuit of the
aims and agendas noted.
The general global situation--in terms of global economics (oppression),
ecology/environment (pollution), quality of life and scarcity of resources issues,
and additionally the overall "human predicament" in terms of personal fulfillment,
higher awareness, human rights, and in terms of having any worthwhile future at
all on this planet to hand our children--in many ways have surely never been
more precarious: a massive shift of consciousness, and thus of "reality" itself--as
shown by premier quantum mathematician /physicist and Phoenix/Montauk
Project principal Jan Von Neumann--has never been more urgently needed.
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